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1. INTRODUCTION 
While ordered skew fields have been known for a long time, they have 
received very little attention. One purpose of this paper is to show that 
studying orderings and associated structures is one way of obtaining infor- 
mation about skew fields which are infinite dimensional over their centers. 
All of our work is restricted to skew fields of characteristic not equal to 2. 
Of course, ordered skew fields have characteristic zero since they induce 
orderings on their centers. The first example of a noncommutative ordered 
field appears to be due to D. Hilbert in “Grundlagen der Geometrie” 
115, $331. The example follows a proof of the fact that if a skew lield D has 
an archimedean ordering (every positive element of D is less than some 
rational integer), then D is commutative [15, $321. 
Another early result of a general nature was proved by A. A. Albert [I 1, 
based on earlier work of L. Dickson. Albert showed that an ordered skew 
field which is algebraic over its center must be commutative. We shall 
generalize this result in the next section. 
In 1952, T. Szele [28 ] extended to skew fields the basic results of Artin 
and Schreier on sums of squares [2,3] ( sums of products of squares for skew 
fields) and a criterion for extension of orderings due to Serre 1271. The 
second and third sections of our paper are devoted to extending these results 
and others to “orderings of higher level” in skew fields. Orderings of higher 
level were recently defined by E. Becker in [4] for commutative fields and 
appear to be of great importance in extending results for quadratic forms to 
forms of higher degree. In particular, 2”th powers take the place of squares 
in the Artin-Schreier theory. In fact, in (5 1 he has extended this to arbitrary 
even powers, but the valuation theory needed exceeds that which we have 
developed in Section 3 for skew fields. Section 2 covers the extension to skew 
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fields of the usual Artin-Schreier results and the criterion of Serre for higher- 
level orderings. In Section 3 we show that every ordering of higher level In a 
skew field has an associated valuation ring with an archimedean ordered 
residue lie!d. 
Valuation theory retated to ordinary orderings (n = I) has also been 
considered by Conrad 191 and implicitly by Neumann [ 25 I. Neumann j 2.5 j
and Moufang 1241 were primarily concerned with questions involving the 
embedding of groups in ordered skew fields. They made use of ordered skew 
fields of Laurent series which we use in some of our exampies. Using skew 
rational function fields, we also give examples of skew fields which cannot be 
ordered, but in which every commutative subfield is formally reai (i.e.. car! 
be ordered). 
In Section 4 of this paper, we develop a new concept from the standpoint 
of skew fields, but a very useful one in studying quadratic form theory for 
cornmutative fields. We define a Witt ring l(D) for a skew field D. ‘This 
cannot be based on bilinear forms as in the commutative cast. so it is instead 
defined formally as a quotient of a certain integrai group ring. Emulating the 
commutative case, we also define a Witt-Grothendieck ring and attempt to 
estab!ish a theory of ‘iforms.” Though these rings appear to be interesting. 
the theory of forms seems to be somewhat restricted until we look at the 
“reduced” theory. When -1 is not a sum of products of squares? so that D 
can be ordered, we define a “reduced” Witt ring K(D) in terms of sums of 
products of squares rather than products of squares, and also define a 
corresponding “reduced” Witt-Grothendieck ring. We establish a “iocai-- 
global princip!e” by showing that R(D) is isomorphic to W(D) module its 
nilradical. For the reduced “forms” we obtain a representation criterion a;~! 
show that virtually all of the commutative theory carries over. 111 particular, 
the ring R(D) is “representational” as defined by .I. Kleinsteiu and A. 
Rosenberg in 1161. Thus. we obtain a new example of a “space of ordcri.ngs” 
as defined by M. Marshall [ 21-231. Since these rings arc well understood. 
this leads to the ability to study (ordinary) orderings of skew kids just as ii: 
the commutative case. 
Section 5 contains a few comments on the problem of dcterminin.g how 
many products of squares are needed to represent -1 as a sum. -We also 
point out that much of the work of Kleinstein and Rosenberg oz Witt rings 
of higher level (for 2”th powers) [ 17 1 can aisc; be carried through with 
virtually no change for skew fields. These higher-ievei Wit,;. rings have cssc~‘-- 
tially the same relationship with orderings of higher ievel that the usual Wit: 
ring has with ordinary orderings. 
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2. ORDERINGS OF HIGHER LEVEL 
In this section we shall extend the results of Szele on orderings of skew 
fields 128 ] and Becker on higher-level orderings of commutative fields ]4J. 
We develop natural extensions of the basic results of Artin and Schreier 
[2,3] characterizing sums of squares and existence of orderings. We shall 
obtain these as corollaries of a theorem on extension of orderings which 
generalizes results of Serre 1271 in the commutative case with ordinary 
orderings, Szele [28] in the noncommutative case with ordinary orderings 
and Craven 112, Theorem 3.41 in the commutative case with higher-level 
orderings. We also generalize the theorem of Albert on ordered skew fields 
algebraic over their centers ( 11. 
Throughout this section, D will denote an arbitrary skew field of charac- 
teristic not equal to 2 and D’ will denote its multiplicative group of nonzero 
elements. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An ordering of level n of D is a normal subgroup P of 
D’ such that P is closed under addition and D’/P is cyclic of order 2’“, 
m < n. We say P is an ordering of higher level and has exact lecel m. 
This definition generalizes the definition of Becker for higher-level 
orderings in a commutative field 14, Theorem 2, p. 51 and the usual 
definition for an ordinary orderin, 0 in a skew field. Note that if D has an 
ordering P of higher level, then -1 6? P. Since 1 E P, the characteristic of D 
must be zero, hence D contains the rational numbers Q in its center. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For dl,..., d, E D’: we shall write 11’ dy” to denote the 
product of the 2’9 elements dj in some arbitrary but fixed order. We write 
S,(D) = {n’ df”Id, E D’, i = l,..., r; r any positive integer}, and we write 
C,,(D) for the subset of D consisting of sums of elements of S,(D). 
Remark 2.3. When n = 1 as in ] 28 ], it is not necessary to specify that 
arbitrary orderings of the elements are allowed because of the identity 
X~X = ~!(y-‘)*(jx)* which shows that every element of S,(D) is a product of 
squares. Our next proposition shows that S,(D) and C,(D) are the natural 
generalizations of 2”th powers and sums of 2”th powers. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let D be a skew field. 
(a) S,,(D) is the normal subgroup of D’ generated by 2”thpoluers and 
multiplicative commutators. In particular, D./S,,(D) is abelian. 
(b) If 0 & C,(D), then c,(D) is a normal subgroup of D’ containing 
S,(D). 
(c) If P is an ordering of level n of D, then r:,(D) c P. 
we. 
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Prooj: (a) For s E S,(D) we have s-’ = s ’ 2ns’8--! E S,(D). For any 
ci, b E D’, let s, = &(azn-‘bzn.-‘) and ’ - ’ s2 _ ba(a?“-‘bz” ‘-1 j. Then 
s1,s2 E S,(D), so aba-‘b-’ =s,s;’ E S,(D), and thus S,(D) contains all 
multiplicative commutators. Conversely, every element of S,(D) is certainly 
a product of 2”th powers and multiplicative commutators. The subgroup 
S,(D) is normal in D’ because it contains the commutator subgroup. 
(b) follows immediately from (a) and the observation that if 
d E C,l(D), then d‘-.’ = (d-‘)*‘!d2”- ’ E C,(D). 
(c) Let P be an ordering of D of level n. Since D./P is cyclic of order 
dividing 2”: we have all commutators from D’ in P and al! 2% powers in P. 
Therefore S,,(D) c P. Since P is closed under addition, we have C,(D) c P. 
DEFINITION 2.5 (cf. [4, pp. 44-451). Let D, c D, be skew fields and let IJi 
be an ordering of Di, i = 1,2. We say P, is an extension of P, if 
P, f? D, = Pi. We call the extension faithful if P! and Pz have the same 
exact level. 
Note that the exact level of P, can never be less than the exact ievcl of P, 
,when P, is an extension of P,. Our next result generalizes the extension 
criterion of Serre 1271. See also ]2g; 12, Theorem 3.4; 4, p. 491 for special 
cases and related generalizations. 
'I-HEOREM 2.6. Let D, c D, be skew Pelds and let P be an ordering OJ 
exact lez:el n in D, . 
(a) P has an extension to an ordering P, qf D, of buel m > n ij”and 
only if -1 & r’,, where CL is defined to be the subgroup oj’ D; generated b> 
C,(D,> und P; that is. it consists of sums of elements of theJ”orm 17’pidf”‘, 
where pi E P, di E D,. 
(b) P has a faitlzful extension to D, if and only if - 1 $Z x?,‘. 
i’roqf: Note that (b) follows immediately from (a) and the definition of a 
faithful extension. To prove (a), we first assume that P has an extension E’,. 
By Proposition 2.4, we have rm(D2) c P,. Also P c Pz ; hence 1::: c P,. 
Since -1 & P,, we obtain -1 & r’,. 
Converseiy, assume -1 G CL. Then 0 G xi, since otherwise we cou!d 
solve an equation to obtain -1 E xi. Proposition 2.4 implies that xz is a 
normal subgroup of 0; containing all commutators from D;. By Zorn’s 
lemma: there exists a maximal subset P, of D, such that 
(9 L.n c- -VP -P,, 
(ii) 0 65 P,, and 
(iii) P, is closed under addition and multiplication. 
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Then -1 G! P, and P, is a normal subgroup of 0;. We must show D;/PZ 
is cyclic of order 2k, k Q rn: and P2 n D, = P. Let d E D, with d2 E P,. We 
claim that d E P, or d E - P,. Assume d & P, . The maximality of P, implies 
that 0 = u + tld for some u, u E P, U {O), not both zero. Then z’ # 0, so 
-d = t.-‘u E P, and our claim is proved. Now choose an integer k such that 
D;“c P and D;‘“-‘u5 P,, where D;2k = {d*“!d E D;}. (Note that 
1 <k < A.) Choose d E D; such that dZk E P, but d2k -’ & P,. Thus, 
d2k-’ E - P by the claim proved above. For any element a E D;, there exists 
a positive integer Y such that a2” E P,. We now prove by induction on r that 
a E Ud’P,. If r = 0, then a E P,. Otherwise, (a2’-‘)2 E PZ, so either 
azr ‘EPzora2’ ’ E -P?. In the latter case, (d2k-ra)2’ ’ = - a”-‘P, = P,, so 
d2k. ‘a2’-’ E P, and a2”- ’ E U dip,. By the induction hypothesis, we now 
obtain a E U d’P,. Therefore, D;jP, is cyclic of order 2k < 2”. 
Finally, we have P c P, n D, by construction. Furthermore, P, n D, is an 
ordering of D, . The surjection of cyclic 2-groups D;/P+ DJ(P, n 0,) must 
also be injective; for otherwise, --I must be mapped into P, n D,, which is 
impossible. Therefore, P = P, n D, so that PI is an extension of P. 
COROLLARY 2.7. A skew field D has an ordering of level n if and only if 
-I@ C,,(D)- 
ProoJ Take D, = Q and D, = D in the previous theorem, noting that 
every positive rational number is a sum of 2”th powers. Since any ordering 
of D must induce the ordinary ordering P = Q’ on the rational numbers, we 
have Cfl = C,(D) and the corollary follows immediately. 
If D is commutative and n = 1, this is the criterion of Artin and Schreier 
for existence of orderings. The higher-level commutative case is established 
in 141. The next theorem extends the characterization of totally positive 
elements in a commutative field as the set of all sums of squares. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let D be a skew field with characteristic zero. Then 
x:,(D) = n P: th e intersection of all orderings P of leael n in D. In 
particular, if D has no orderings of level n, then xR(D) = D. If n = 1, this 
latter conclusion only requires characteristic D # 2. 
Proof. Assume first that D has orderings of level n. By Proposition 
2.4(c), we have C,(D) c fi P. Conversely, assume there exists an element d 
in every ordering of level n but not in x,(D). Let r be minimal such that 
d” E x,(D), noting that 1 < r < n. Let T= {u - z!d’)‘-‘lu, v E C,,(D) U {O}, 
u, L: not both zero}. If there is an ordering P of level n containing T, then 
--d” ’ E P as well as d E P, a contradiction. Thus, T is contained in no 
ordering of level n. If 0 @J T: then T satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in 
the proof of Theorem 2.6 (with D, = a) and as in that, proof, T would then 
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be contained in an ordering of level n. Thus, Cl E T, so there exist elements 
u, 2’ E C,(D) V IO}, not both- zero: such that u - rjti2’ ’ = C. But then r: f 0 
andsod” ‘=v-’ u E C,(D), a contradiction of the choice of r. 
Next assume that D has no orderings of level n. Then -1 E C,(D) by 
Corollary 2.7 and therefore C,(D) is a subring of D containing 12.. For any 
d E D, all 2”th powers of elements of D are contained in x,JD) and thus so 
:S 
(This formula can be found on p. 2 of 141.) 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let D, c D, be skew fields. If every ordering of level 17 
of D, extends .faithfully to D,, then CX(D2) C7 D, = C,,(D,). 
We conclude this section with some observations on the relationship 
between orderings of D and the commutative subfields of D and two 
examples. Our next result generalizes the theorem of Albert which states that 
an ordered skew field algebraic over its center is commutative. 
'THEOREM 2.10. Let D be a skew field with center F. If D has at: 
ordering P of higher level, then F is algebraically closed in D. 
Proof: Let d E D and assume d $ F but d satisfies an equation 
f(x)=a,i-a,x+ -..+a,-,xnmml fx” of minimal degree over F. Then 
b = rl-- (a,-,/n) is not in F and has minima! polynomial 
g(x) - co -t clx + * - - + c,-~x”-’ +x” with ciE F. By [ 14, Theorem 3, 
p. 2301, we can factor g(x) = (x - b)(x - b,) . . . (X - b,,), for some elements 
bi E D and we can permute the factors cyclically. Since b and bi have the 
same minimai polynomial over F, we have F(b) gFF(b;). The 
Skolem-Noether theorem says this isomorphism extends to an inner 
automorphism of D, and so each bj is conjugate to b. Since P is a normai 
subgroup of D’ and P contains multiplicative commut.ators? each bi lies in 
the same coset of P as b does. But b -t b, + .. . i b, = 0, a contradiction:. 
COROLLARY 2.11. If D is noncommutative and algebraic over its center, 
then -1 E C,(Dj for all n. If also D has characteristic zero, ther! 
D =: C,(D) = x1(D) =a. - . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.10, the skew field D has no orderings of any ieve!,. 
Now apply Corollary 2.7 and Theorem 2.8. 
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THEOREM 2.12. Let D be a skew Jield. 
(a) If P is an ordering of exact level n in D, then there exists a 
commutative subJeld F of D such that F n P has exact level n in F. If n > 1, 
then F can be chosen to be isomorphic to thefteld of rationalfunctions in one 
variable over Q. 
(b) If P, # P, are orderings of D, then there exists a commutative 
subfield F of D for which the induced orderings P, TJ F and P, ~7 F are 
distinct. If D is noncommutative, then F can be chosen to be isomorphic to 
theJield of rational functions in one variable over Q. 
Proof. (a) Choose x E D so that XP generates the cyclic group D./P 
and set F = Q(x). Then the composite homomorphism F’ -+ D’ -+ D./P is 
surjective; hence the kernel F n P is an ordering of exact level n of F. The 
element x is transcendental over Q by [4, p. 401 if n > 1. 
(b) Since P, # P,, there exists an element x E P, , x & P,. Then P, 
and P, induce different orderings in F = Q(x). If D is noncommutative, then 
it has an element d which is not algebraic over Q by Theorem 2.10. Let n be 
large enough that P, and P, both have level n, and replace x by xd*” (if x 
was originally algebraic over 0). Then F is as desired. 
EXAMPLE 2.13. Let K be the splitting field of an irreducible polynomial 
over Q with only real roots. Then K is a totally real number field and is 
Galois over Q. Let 0 be a nontrivial element of Gal(K/Q). Viewing 8 as a 
permutation of the roots, let @I ,...,pn ) be an orbit of minimal size greater 
than 1; we assume B@J = pi+ I) i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, and 19@,) =p, . Let D be 
the skew field of fractions of the skew polynomial ring K[x] where for 
a E K, we have ax = x@(a). (See [ 8, Sect. 1.31 for the construction.) Since 
we have 
(PI -PA X2”@” -PA + ($2 - PA X2”@n - PI) + * .* 
+ @,-P1)x2”@,-PP,)=0. 
But each of the terms is a product of squares (up to order) and hence lies in 
S,(D) since 
Rearranging the above equation, we obtain -1 written as an element of 
x1(D). Thus, D cannot be ordered. However, every commutative subfield is 
formally real. In fact, any commutative subfield is either a totally real 
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number field or a purely transcendental extension of degree one over a 
totally real number field. 
When the automorphism which twists the multiplication in a skew rationai 
function field has finite order, an argument similar to that above shows that 
no orderings survive. If it has infinite order, it is possible for D to have 
orderings, but generally far fewer than for commutative rational function 
fieids. 
EXAMPLE 2.14. Let F be the rational function field K(X), and !et 
D = F((t)) be the skew field of twisted Laurent series over F where 0: F -+ F 
is the automorphism induced by 8(x) = 2x, so that xt = tO(x) = 21x. Fo: 
details of the construction and further properties of D, see (g, Sect. 2; 71. We 
shah compute all of the orderings of level 1 in D. Any such ordering induces 
one on the commutative subfield R(x). These are well known ] 13 ]: Either x 
is infinitesimally close to a real number p, with x .-p being either positive or 
negative, or x is infinitely large over IF‘ and either positive or n.egati.ve. We 
note that Va preserves only four of these orderings: The ones in which x is 
infinitesimal (respectively, infinitely large) with respect to II? are preserved 
since the sign of f(x-) E P [x] is determined by the sign of the coefficient of 
the term of lowest (respectively, highest) degree. Xf .X is infinitesimally close 
to p + 0 in :R, then 19(x - p) = 2x --p changes sign if x < p and 
0(x/2 - p) = x - p changes sign if x > p. None of these orderings can extend 
t.o D since either t(x - p) = (x/2 -p) for x > pj or (X -p) i = t(2.x -. p) (for 
.Y < p) would have to be both positive and negative. As in the commutative 
situation, the element z must be infinitesimal with respect to F and can be 
either positive or negative; the sign of an element of D is determined by the 
coefficient of the lowest degree power of t [20, pm 239 1. Keeping this in mind, 
it is now easy to check that the other four orderings of F do extend to D, 
each in two ways, so that D has precisely eight orderings of level 1. 
3. VALIJATION RINGS FOR ORDERINGS OF HIGHER LEVEL 
An extensive valuation theory is established for higher-level orderings of 
commutative fields in [4,5 1. For skew fields the valuation rings and value 
groups are noncommutative, and much of the usual commutative ring theory 
for valuation riags fails to hold. The basic definitions and a few elementary 
results for noncommutative valuation rings may be found in Chapter 1 of 
[26]. Our main result in this section is that every ordering of higher level is 
associated with a valuation ring for which the residue field is isomorphic to a 
subfield of the real numbers (i.e., it has an archimedean ordering). 
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Let D be a skew field and let P be an ordering of higher level of D. Set 
where r f d E P means r + d and Y - d both lie in P. Using the facts that 
Q+’ c P and P is closed under addition and multiplication, one can easily 
check that A(P) is a subring of D. Next define 
I(P)={dEDJr+dEPfor all ~EQ+}. 
One then checks that I(P) is a 2-sided ideal of A(P). For example, if 
aEA(P), dEI(P) and sE Qt, let rE B’ such that r f a E P. Then 
and 
(r*a)++a)+r 
We now proceed in several steps to show that A(P) is a valuation ring 
with maximal ideal I(P). Our next two lemmas and proposition were proved 
by A. Wadsworth (unpublished) for the commutative case to eliminate the 
dependence of Becker’s proof on Dubois’ characterization of Stone rings 
14, P. 161. 
LEMMA 3.1. If a E A(P) alzd --a* E P, then a E I(P). 
Proox Let r E Q + such that r f a E P. Since P is closed under addition 
and multiplication, P contains (r f a)’ + (-a’) = r2 k 2ra = 2r(r/2 f a). 
Since 1/2r E cQ.* c P, we have r/2 k a E P. Repeating this argument, we 
obtain r/2’ f a E P for all positive integers i. Let s E Q7 be arbitrary. 
Choose i so large that r/2’ < s. Then s - r/2’ E QS G P, hence 
s f a = (s - r/2’) + (r/2i f a) lies in P. Therefore, a E I(P) by definition. 
LEMMA 3.2. rfa E A(P) and a* El(P), then a E I(P). 
Proof: Choose r E Q’ such that r f a E P. Since a2 E I(P), we have 
r*/2 - a2 E P. Therefore, (r f a)’ + (r*/2 -a’) = 3r2/2 * 2ra = 
2r(3r/4 f a) E P. Since 2r E P, we obtain 3r/4 f a E P. Iterating this 
procedure yields (3/4)’ r f a E P, for all positive integers i. Since (3/4)’ can 
be made arbitrarily small with respect to rational numbers, it follows that 
a E I(P) by an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
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PROPOS~ON 3.3. Let P be an ordering of higher lecei in a ske;s>Jeld D. 
rfaEA(P) and a&PU-P, then aEI(P). 
Proojl Let a E A(P) with a & PV -P. Since D’/P is cyclic of 2-power 
order, we have -azk E P for some positive integer k. By Lemma 3.1, we have 
a 2k-’ E I(P). Repeated application of Lemma 3.2 shows that u E I(P). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If a E A(P) and a @ f(P), then a-’ E A(P). That & 
I(P) is the maximal ideal of all nonunits in A(P). 
Proof: Assume a E A(P) but a 66 I(P). By Proposition 3.3, we have 
u E PY - P. Replacing a by --a if necessary, we may assume a E P. Hy 
definition of I(P) and the fact that a CE I(P), there exists a positive integer k 
such that km-’ - a 6G P, and thus (2k)-’ - a 4 P. Suppose f2k)-’ - cl $Z ---P. 
Then Proposition 3.3 implies (2k)‘.’ -a E I(P) and thus k. ’ -u = 
(2k)- ’ -6 ((2k)-! -a) E P, a contradiction. Therefore, (2k)--! -u E -P, 
and thus 2k-,a-‘=-2ka..‘((2k)-‘-a)EP. Since 2k+a-! is also ir, P. 
we have a -’ E A(P) by definition. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If d E .D’? then dC!A(P) d = A (P). 
.Proof. It is clear that d- ‘A(P) d is a subring of D. For a E A(P) and 
,r E Q + suchthatrk~EP~wehaver&d---‘ad=d..’(r+a)dEd ‘Pd=P; 
thus, d-IA(P) d is contained in A(P) for any d f II’. Replacing d by d ‘. 
we obtain o%(P) d-’ c A(P), or equivalently, A(P) c d--‘A(P) d for ail 
d E D’ ‘ Thus, we have equality. 
F~HEoREM 3.6. Let P be an ordering of higher level in a skew Je!d D. 
The ring A(P) is a mluation ring in D. The set P= (a~ A(P)/I(.P)i 
aEPr?A(P), aCEI( : IS m archimedeun ordering jqr Iecef 1) I’?? 
AVVW 
Proof. To show that A(P) is a valuation ring, we apply 126, Theorem 3. 
p. ! 2 j, which states that we must show that for all d E D’! we have 
d-‘A(P)d = A(P) and either d EA(P) or d-’ E-~.(P). The former is 
Proposition 3.5. For the latter, let F be the center of II and K = F(d), si 
commutative subfield of D. Let P, = P ,~7 K and *4, = A(P) !? K. Then 
.LiR=A(PR) c:K- and Theorem 8 of (4,~. 181 implies that -4, is a valuatior! 
ring in K. Therefore, either d E A, CA(P) or d- ’ E A, CA(P). We conclude 
that A(P) is a valuation ring in D. By Proposition 3.4, its max.imal ideal is 
I(P). By Proposition 3.3, the induced ordering Pan the residue field has level 
1. The fact that p is archimedean ow follows from the definition of A(P). 
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EXAMPLE 3.7. This is a special case of Example 2.13. Let D = Q($)(x) 
where the multiplication is twisted by the nontrivial automorphism H of 
S(G); that is, for any element a E Q(fl): we have ux = x@(a). It follows 
from [8, Theorem 1.2.21 that D has a valuation ring with maximal ideal 
generated by x and residue field C!(d). But in D we have 
fix= &Trx fix = 2x2 - 2x2 = 0, while the residue field is formally 
real. way of looking at this is to note that 
-1 = @-‘XV’ fix E S(D). Thus, a product of squares which is a unit in 
the valuation ring does not necessarily map to a square in the residue field. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Let D be a skew field. Let A be a valuation subring of 
D with residue skew field 0. We shall say A is real if fi has some ordering p 
such that any element of S,(D) which is a unit in A reduces to an element of 
p modulo the valuation ideal. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let D be a skew field and let P be an ordering of higher 
level in D. Let v, F and U be, respectively, the valuation (written additively), 
value group (generally nonabelian) and group of units associated with A(P). 
If any one of the following conditions holds, then A(P) is a real valuation 
ring: 
(a) The value group F is abelian. 
(b) Each element of S, (0) n U can be written as a product of at most 
two squares. 
(c) rfv(x;x* *** xf) = 0, then v(x, x2 . - - x,.) = 0 for any x1 ,..., x, E D ’ . 
(d) The ordering P has level 1. 
Proof Condition (a) is clearly a special case of (c). We next show that 
(b) is also a special case of (c). Let d E S,(D) n U. If d is a square, then (c) 
certainly holds. Assume d = x2 y2 with x, y E D’, and that v(d) = 0. Then 
2v(x) + 2v(y) = 0, hence 2v(x) = 2v(y-‘); since f is ordered, we obtain 
v(x) = v( y-i) or, equivalently, v(xy) = 0. 
Now assume only that (c) holds. In view of Proposition 3.3, it will suffice 
to show that xf ... x,’ cannot lie in U n -P. Assume the contrary. Since all 
multiplicative commutators lie in P, we also have (x, .a. x,)’ E -P and by 
(c) we have (x, ... x,)~ E U. But this contradicts the fact that P induces an 
ordering of level 1 on the residue field. 
Finally, assume that (d) holds. Then S,(D) n U is contained in P; hence 
its image in the residue field is contained in i? 
Remark 3.10. (i) Condition (a) of the previous theorem occurs, in 
particular, whenever D is commutative. Condition (b) occurs+ in particular, 
for skew fields of generalized Laurent series F((G)) where F is a 
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commutative ordered field and G is an arbitrary ordered group 17: 251. IF G 
is not abelian, then (a) does not hold for these skew fields. 
(ii) We know of no examples where A(P) is not real. If there is such a 
skew field D, then D has at least one ordering of higher level, but none of 
level 1. In the commutative case, if there exists an ordering of exact level 
greater than 1: then there exist orderings of every exact level j4? Theorem 15. 
p. 37.1. Becker also characterizes the commutative fields for which every 
ordering has level 1 (4, Theorem 16, p. 381. We give a noncommutativc. 
example in which every ordering has level 1 in Example 5.2 below. 
C~ROLIARY 3.11 (compare [9, Theorem 2.2 1)” d,et D 3e a ,skel%:,:fieM. T’he 
Jollowing are equivalent: 
(a) D has a real valuation ring. 
(b) --1 B C,(D). 
(c) D has an ordering of level 1. 
Proof, The equivalence of (b) and (c) was established in Corollary 2.7. 
Condition (c) implies (a) by Theorem 3.9(d). Finally assume that D has a 
real valuation ring A and that -1 E C,(D). Then there exists an equation of 
the form O=CirLxif, where a, = 1.L X$ E S,(D j. Dividing this equation 
by an element a, of minimal value in the value group, we may assume all ai 
lie in A and at least one ai is a unit. Let p be the ordering of the residue 
skew field d guaranteed by the definition of a real valuation ring. Then in A!?, 
we obtain a sum of elements of p equal to zero, a contradiction. 
4. Wrrr RINGS OF SKEW FIELDS 
Let D be an arbitrary skew field of characteristic not equal to 2. To 
simplify notation in this section, we shall write S or S(D) for S,(1)) and Z: 
or C (0) for C,(D). We shall define Witt and Witt-Grothendieck rings for 
D which agree with the usual rings when D is commutative, as described in 
[20], for example. When D can be ordered, we obtain a reduced Witt ring 
and establish an analogue of Pfister’s Local-global Principle. While the Witt 
ring may not have all of the nice properties of the commutative case? the 
reduced Witt ring does. These rings are shown to be “representational’1 in the 
terminology of Kleinstein and Rosenberg [16]. Thus, they provide another 
example of “spaces of orderings” in the terminology of Marshali 121.--23j. 
The structure theory for these rings is well understood, and virtually 
everything known in the commutative case carries over to the noncom 
mutative case. In particular, this allows the study of orderings of levei I and 
representation of elements modulo C (D) (rather than module squares). 
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The integral group ring of the group D./S will be denoted by L[D’/S]. 
Elements of the group D’/S will be denoted by (d) for d E D’. Thus, d is 
determined up to a product of squares and (d’) = 1 is the unit element of 
J[D’/S]. We shall write (d ,,.,., d,j for the element CF_i (d,)E Z/D./S1 
and explore the extent to which this behaves as a diagonalized quadratic 
form does [20, Chap. l-21. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The Witt-Grothendieck ring of D is the ring WG(D) = 
C [D’/S]/J(D) h w ere J(D) is the ideal generated by all elements of the form 
(l+(d))(l-(l+d))=(l,d)-(l+d,d(l+d)) 
for de D., d # - 1. If two elements (a, ) . . . . a,) and (b, ) . . . . b,.) are equal 
modulo J(D), we shall say they are equivalent and write (a,,..., a,) ‘v 
@ 1 ,..., b,). The Witt ring of D, denoted W(D), is the quotient ring of 
B [D ‘/Sl by the ideal generated by J(D) and (1: - 1). 
LEMMA 4.2. For any a, b ED’ and any s,, s2 E S(D) such that 
as, + bsz # 0, we have (a, b) ‘v (usI + bsz, ab(as, + bs2)). 
ProoJ Setting d = a-.‘b in the definition of J(D), we obtain (aj((1, dj - 
(1 +d, d(1 +d))) = (a: b)-(a+ b, b(1 +a..‘b)) = (a, b)- (a + b, 
ab(a + b)) E J(D), the last equality following from the fact that a2 and all 
multiplicative commutators lie in S(D). Since this works for any nonzero a 
and b, we have (a, b) = (as,, bs,) = (as, + bs2, as, bs,(as, .t bs,)) = 
(as, + bs,, ab(as, + bs,)). 
Note that if D is commutative, then Definition 4.1 agrees with the usual 
definitions in 120, Chap. 1-2 I. The rings W(D) and WG(D) are abstract Witt 
rings as defined in I18 I. This follows from Corollary 1.21 of I 18 I since the 
proof given there for Witt rings of semilocal rings is based on the presen- 
tation as a quotient ring of an integral group ring and works just as well for 
our rings. The ordinary orderings of D then correspond to minimal 
nonmaximal prime ideals of IV(D) and the general theory implies that 
-1 E C(D) if and only if some power of 2 is zero in W(D) ( 18 I. Thus, 
Example 2.13 provides skew fields D for which, given any commutative 
subfield F c D, the induced ring homomorphism W(F) + W(D) has 
nontrivial kernel. 
We can also define a determinant on elements of ~7 ID ‘/S] by 
det(d, ,..., d,j=d,d, ... d,S(D) and det -(d, $ .. . . d,) = - d ,... d,S(D). Note 
that the determinant is also well defined on elements of M/c(O) since every 
clement of J(D) has determinant equal to 1 module S(D). Though we shall 
have no need for it, a signed determinant can also be defined on W(D) as in 
[ 20, p. 38 1. 
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PROPOSlTIOK 4.3. For a, b E D’, we have (a, bj ‘1: (1, -!) i,i’and only $ 
there exist elements s,, s, E S(D) such that as, $ bs, = 0. 
Proof: Assume first that (a, b) Y (1, -1). Taking determinants, we 
obtain abS = - S; that is, there exists an element s E S such that a = - bs 
or a + bs = 0. Conversely, assume as, + bsz = 0 with s,, s? E S. ‘Then 
b=--aas,s; i T so (bj = (-a). Thus, using Lemma 4.2, we have 
(a, bj - (a, -a> = (a((a-’ $- 1) 2-‘)2, --a((aC’ - 1) 2.T’)‘) 
Y (1, -+(a-’ + 1) 2-.‘)‘a((a-- -- 1) 2. ‘)‘>= (1, -1)” 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume we have (a, :>.., a,) E Z iD’/S(Dj] and 
z E D’. Ilf there exist elements si E SU (O} such that z = C,Lli a,si, rhetl 
there exist b Z ?“.. f 6, E D’ such that (al ,..., a,) CC (z, br ?I.., b,.). 
Prooj: If there is only one nonzero si. we are done. Otherwise. rearrange 
the elements ai so that s, $..*, s, # 0; s,, , )...: s, =: 0. Set Z~ == ~~=! ai,si for 
k = 2,..., t. Applying Lemma 4.2 repeatedly. we obtain elements 
b z ,..., b, E D ’ such that 
(a, >...? a,) 1: (b,, z2, a3 ,...: a,> 
2 (bz, b3, z3, a4 ,..., a,) ‘v .a. =. (bz,..,, 5,: z: a!., I2 . . . . a,). 
Setting bi = ai, i = t + I:..., r, we arrive at the desired conciusion. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Given a L ,..., a, E D , assume there exist elements 
si E S v (:Oi, not all zero, such that J-FYI aisi = 0; then there exist 
b 37 . . . . b, E D’ such thatja,) . . . . a,.) Y (1, --1, b, ,.... b,). 
ProqfI We may assume s1 # 0. Then a, s, = -- CFZ Z aisi, so (a, )..“: a,) = 
(--CL-.* a,si, a? 3 a3 ? .. . . a,) = (-xi aisi, CT aisi, b, :...: b,) for some 0, j . . . . 
6,. E D’ by Proposition 4.4. Then we obtain the desired conclusion by 
applying Proposition 4.3 to the first two positions. 
DEFINITION 4.6. We shall say that (d, )..., d,) represents an element 
d E D if there exist elements s , ,..., s, E S(Dj U (Ol, mt all zero. such that 
d = r:; d,s,. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If det(a,, az> = det(b, ) bZ) and (a,, az) and (b!, bz> 
both represent some common element of D, then (a,, a2 j 2 (b, ? b2). 
Prooj: Since they represent a common element: there cx.ist 
s I, ‘, ,,!,ESU{O} s- t such that a,s,fa,s,=b,ti+bZtT.. In view of 
Proposition 4.3, we may assume this common value is nonzero. By 
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Proposition 4.4, there exist elements a,bED’ such that 
(a,, a*) N (a, s, + a2sp, a) and (b,, 6,) 2: (6, t, + b? t,) b). Since the deter- 
minants are equal, we have a = b modulo S, and therefore (a,, a,) Y (b, , b?). 
For commutative fields the converses of the previous two propositions also 
hold. They are based on the identity (as: + bs:)(t: + abt:) = 
a(s, t, + bs, t,)’ + b(as, t, - s2 t,)2 which fails without commutativity. In 
trying to establish the converse of Proposition 4.7 without this identity, one 
runs into elements of C(D) where elements of S(D) are needed. The details 
of this can be seen in the proof of Lemma 4.10 below and the remark 
following it. In order to obtain an adequate representation criterion for 
elements of D, we pass to the reduced Witt and Witt-Grothendieck rings. 
We define these rings in terms of 2 (D) and later prove that they are indeed 
the reduction of WG(D) and W(D) modulo their nilradicals when D can be 
ordered. Recall that Theorem 2.8 implies that D = C(D) if D cannot be 
ordered. For this reason, NV assume that -1 & r(D) for the remainder of 
this section. 
DEFINITION 4.8. The reduced Witt-Grothendieck ring of D, denoted 
RG(D), is the quotient ring of WG(D) induced by the homomorphism 
D./S(D) + D’/C (D). Equivalently, it is the quotient ring of WG(D) by the 
ideal generated by the images in WG(D) of all elements of the form 1 - (s), 
where s E r (0). The image of (dl,..., d,) in h[D’/C (D)] will be denoted 
by Cd, ..., d,), and we shall write (a, ,..., a,) 2: (b, ,..., b,) for equality in 
RG(D), saying the two elements are equmalent. The reduced Witt ring R(D) 
is defined in the same way as a quotient ring of W(D). Thus, it is the 
quotient ring of RG(D) by the ideal generated by (1, -1). The function 
det(d, ..., d,) = d, ... d,C(D) will al so be called the determinant. We say 
Cd , ,..., d,) represents d E D if there exist s, $ .. . . s, E C (0) U (0): not all zero, 
such that d = CT= 1 disi. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. For a, b E D’, we have (a, b) N (1: -1) if and onZy if 
there exist elements s, , s2 E C (0) such that as, + bs, = 0. 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of Proposition 4.3 with S replaced 
by 2. 
LEMMA 4.10. (a) (chain equivalence) If (a, ,..., a,) 2: (b, ,... 5 b,.), then 
there exists a sequence of equivalences (a 1 ,..., a,) = (c, , : . . . . clr) = 
c,,) E .a. = (c,~ ,..., c,,.) = (b, ,...) 6,) such that for each i= 2 ,.... m: 
~~f.~:‘:;‘,..., ci-. I,r) and (c. ,, ,..., cir) are either equal or there exist a, b E D. and 
s,,s,EC(D) such that ~~...,,,=a, ci . ..., 2=b, ci,=as,+bs2, Ciz= 
ab(as, + bs,) and ci _ ,Sj = cii for j = 3 ,..., r. 
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(b) [equivalence of binaT forms) (a,, a,;) ‘v (b, : b2) !f and on& if their 
determinants are equal and the}) represent a common element ofA D. When 
this ho& the-v will each represent all qf a, ? a2, b! and b;. 
Prooj (a) Consider the subset K c ZlD’/x] consisting of all 
differences (a,? . . . . a,) - (b,: . . . . b,) where (a, ,..., a,.) and (b, ,..., b,.) are related 
by a chain of equivalences as described in the statement of (aj. It is easy to 
see that K is an ideal of %/[D’/Cl. Let Ibe the image ofJ(Dj in ZID’/xj. 
Then K contains the generators of z so Jc K. Conversely, every eiement of 
K is a sum of differences of the form (a, b) - (as, -t bs2, ab(as, $- bs,jj and 
these are contained in Jby Lemma 4.2. Therefore, J= K and the conclusion. 
follows. 
(b) For one direction, the proof is identical to that of Proposition 4.7 
with S replaced by r. Now assume (a,) a,) 21 (5,) b:). By part (a): we can 
obtain (0, , b,) from (a,, a,) by a chain of equivalences of the form 
(a,, a,) N (a:s, + a,+, a, a,(a,s, $ a2s2)) with s1 + s2 E r(D). For the case 
of a chain of length one, both forms clearly represent a,,~, $ a2s1 and 
a,a,(a,s, -+ a*+). They also represent a, and a,; for example, 
a, = (a,.~, +a,s,)l(a,s, +a,s,)-’ a:s,(a,S, $U2s2j. !j: 
-t a,a,(a,s, + azsz)[(a,sl -t a2sz)~‘s2(ais! -i- a,s,)-‘1. 
Now assume we have a chain of length two, say (al: a,> = (cl, cij n, (b: ~ b2:iT 
with c, = aIs, -I- a2sz, c2=a,s, ta,s, and b! = c,sz $ c2sf, with 
s, ,...) sg E c. Then we obtain b, = c, s5 I- c2sI, = (a! si + c&s,) ss -Y 
( aI s3 $ a, s,) s, = LI I(sl sg + sj s6) -t az(s2 s5 + So sI,) with the coefficients of aI 
and a2 again in C. Thus, both represent b,. Similarly, they both represem 
a,, a2 and 6,. For a chain of length greater than two, this process can be 
iterated to obtain the desired conclusion. 
Remark 4.1 1. (a) In the commutative case with each si a square, the 
above argument takes the following form: let c, == cl1 st ,-!- a,si) 
2 ci=a,s,+a,s, ’ and b, =c,s: + c2si. Since the determinants are .equa1$ 
we can write c2=c,a,a2$, so b, = cjsi -t c,a,a,s: = (a, s: + a?sI.> 5 
(sf i aj a?.$) = a,(s,s, + u~s~s;)~ t- az(a,sis7 - szs5)‘, and thus the result 
is obtained modulo squares rather than sums of squares. 
(bj Part (a) of the lemma also holds for elements of L IS’jS] by the 
same proof. From the computations in part (b) of the proof above and those 
in the proof of Proposition 4.7, we can see that, although <a,. a:) 2 (b,, bi) 
may not represent a common element over s(D), if they do, then they 
represent each of a,, a,: b, and b, in common and therefore represent 
exactly the same elements of D. 
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THEOREM 4.12 (Representation Criterion). Let a, ,...: a,) z E D ‘. Then 
(a , ,..., a,) represents z if and only if there exist elements b, :..., b,. E D’ such 
that (a, ,...: a,) = (z, b, ,...: b,.). 
ProoJ: One direction can be proved the same way as Proposition 4.4. 
For the converse, assume (a, ,..., a,) z (z, b, ,..., b,). By Lemma 4.10(a), we 
see that (z, b2,..., b,) can be changed to (a, ) a2,..., a,) by a chain of changes 
of pairs of elements. We induct on the number of changes m. If m = 1, either 
z is already an Ui or z is a combination of two of the a,‘s by Lemma 4.10(b). 
If m > 1, consider the first change. If z is not involved, we are done by 
induction. If z is involved, the change is of the form (z, bi) ‘v (c, : c2) where 
z = c, t, + c2 t3 for some t,, tz E C(D) by Lemma 4.10(b). By the induction 
hypothesis: each cj = Ci aiuij with uij E r (D) U {O}, j = I, 2. Therefore, 
z = (C a,q,)t, + (Cajui2) t, = Cai(ui, t, + ui2 t2), where si = ui, t, + uiZ t2 E 
C(D)u IOh 
COROLLARY 4.13. Assume a, ,..., a, E D’. Then (a, ~ . .. . a,) represents 
zero if and only if there exist 6, ,...) b, such that (a, ,..., a,) N (I, -1,b; ) . . . . b,). 
In this case (a, )..., a,) represents all elements of D. 
ProoJ: The proof of one direction is identical to that of Corollary 4.5 
with S replaced by 2. Conversely, let d E D’ be arbitrary. Then 
i 
i ,..., a,.) N (1, -1, b, ,..., b,) = (d, -d, b,: ..,, b,.) by Proposition 4.3. Thus, 
a, ,..., a,) represents d by Theorem 3.12. Therefore (a, ?..., a,.) represents 
every nonzero element of D, in particular d = - a, . Hence there exist 
elements si E 2 u {O} such that Caisi=--a,, or a,(~,+- I)+ 
a2sz + .a. + a,.~,. = 0, with s, + 1 E 2, and therefore (a, ,..., a,) represents 0. 
For the same reasons given earlier for W(D) and WG(D), the rings 
RG(D) and R(D) are examples of abstract Witt rings as defined by 
Knebusch, Rosenberg and Ware in 1181. Thus, the structure theory of 
118, 191 is applicable. In [ 161, Kleinstein and Rosenberg define three special 
classes of abstract Witt rings which they call succinct, representational and 
strongly representational, each class satisfying strictly stronger hypotheses 
than the preceding one. These classes of rings are generalizations of the class 
of Witt rings of a commutative field. The strongly representational rings are 
particularly important since this class contains all Witt rings of fields and 
contains Witt rings of semilocal rings with mild restrictions on the ring. On 
the other hand, no strongly representational ring is known not to be 
isomorphic to the Witt ring of a commutative field and, at least in the 
reduced case, there is reason to believe that they all are. Under certain 
finiteness conditions, this was proved to be the case in [lo]. 
We now state several definitions and results from [ 16 ] which will be 
needed for our next few theorems. Let R be an abstract Witt ring; that is, a 
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ring of the form L IG]/K rh u ere G is a group of exponent 2 and H,: t.he 
torsion subgroup of R, is 2-primary [18]. For r E R, the dimension of P. 
denoted dim r. is the smallest number )I such that r =.: rF_ i ,&. where gf 
denotes an element of G’ = (i- gl g E G! and g denotes the image of g 
modulo K. An element zy g( of L[G] is said to be artisotropic for R if 
dim(r; 6’;) = n and isotropic for R if the dimension is less than n. Tt can be 
shown in general that if C;gf is anisotropic for R and r is its image in R, 
then C; gi + g’ is isotropic for R if and only if -g’ E D(r) = 
{g’EG’I(!pER)r=g’+p and dimp<dimr) 116, L,emma 1.4;. The 
meaning of these concepts in our situation is contained in Proposition 4.4. 
Theorem 4.12 and their corollaries. 
The ring .R will be called representational if for any two elements r, I I’:!: 
of R, whenever dim(r, + r2) < dim r1 $ dim r2, there is an element gl in 
D(r,) with -g’ in D(r& 116, Proposition 2.4 1. A representational Witt ring I? 
is strongiy representational if for gi, gi in G’ with gi + g; # 0 in R and 
g’ED(f{+&), we haveS’fg’g~g;=gl$-g;. 
To avoid giving several general definitions, we shall specialize the 
Kleinstein-Rosenberg definition of succinct to the situation of primary 
interest: let R denote either WG(D) or W(D). For any subset Y of the 
orderings of D of level one, let r(Y) = nPE, P. The ring R is called succinc: 
if for any nonempty set Y of level one orderings of D, elements di E II ‘., 
EiE {l$-l!,i- I,..., n, and elements ti,i of r(Y)? qij E { 1, .- 1 I7 j = I,..., m,. 
such that CT=, CJ?2, ciqij(di ti,i) is isotropic for R, then there exist elements ii 
in r(Y): 8, E ( 1, --1 }, i = I ,...: n, such that xy-., ~~Z~(d~t!) is isotropic for R. 
THEOREM 4.14. The rings RG(D) and R(D) are representutionn!. 
ProoJ Since (-1) & -(l), the notation for elemenrs of RG(D) is much 
more complicated than for R(D). Other than notation, the proofs are iden- 
tical, so we prove the theorem only for R(D). Let r! = (a, ,.*.: an!), 
1’2 = (a,+! ,a.., a,) and assume r, + r2 is isotropic for R(D). By Corollary 
4.13 and the comments above, this means that there exists an integer j, 
1 </,< n, such that (a,:..., aj-,) does not represent 0 and thcrc exist 
b: I,& A,...,, i-,ED’ such that (a,,...7uj)*r(b ,,... ~bj.27-aj.a,i>-(b!+ . . . . bj i, 
1) - 1). By our definition of representational, we shall be done if we can show 
that there exists an element d E D’ such that r, represents d and ,r2 
represents --d. If j< m t 1, then d = - a,; i works by Coroliary 4.13. 
Assumed > m t 1. By Corollary 4.13, there exist elements si E C iJ (Oj? not 
all zero, such that )7: 1 ai.si = 0. If si = 0 for i := I,..., m, then r2 represents 
everything in D and so d = a, works to show th,at R(D) is representational. 
If some si -# 0, 1 ,< i < m, then let d = J-7 aisi = -x{X+ 1 uisi7 which canno! 
be zero by the choice ofj. Then rl represents d and r2 represents -d, hence. 
in any case, we see that R(D) is representational. 
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THEOREM 4.15. The rings RG(D) and R(D) are stronglv represen- 
tational. 
Proof: This follows immediately from the previous theorem since the 
definition of J(D) together with Theorem 4.12 implies the additional 
condition on the rings. 
THEOREM 4.16. The rings WG(D) and W(D) are succinct. 
Proof: As in Theorem 4.14, we shall write the proof only for W(D). Let 
Y # 0 be a set of level one orderings. Let d, :..., d, E D’ and tij E r(Y) such 
that C;=, JJj?! I (di tij) is isotropic for W(D). Then C;-, c,?Al (ditij) is 
isotropic for R(D), and Corollary 4.13 implies there exist elements 
sij E 2 (D)U IO}, not all zero, such that Cicj ditijsij = 0. For each i: we 
have t,ET(Y) and s,E c(D)U {O], h ence ti= Cyj, tijsij lies in r(Y) by 
Proposition 2.4 unless all sij = 0, j = l,..., mi. Also r di ti = 0, so by 
Corollary 4.5, the form (d, t; ,..., d, t;) is isotropic for W(D), where ti = ti if 
ti # 0 and tf = 1 if ti = 0. This completes the proof. 
From this we can obtain a version of Pfister’s local-global principle (see 
120, Theorem VIII.4.1 I). Since our rings are abstract Witt rings, their 
nilradicals are identical with their torsion subgroups and the minimal, 
nonmaximal prime ideals are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
homomorphisms from the ring into the integers 1181. These homomorphisms 
are easily seen to be in one-to-one correspondence with the orderings of level 
1 on D in the case of R(D) and W(D) an in two-to-one correspondence d 
with the orderings in the case of RG(D) and WG(D) since (-1) can be 
mapped to +l or -1. 
THEOREM 4.17. Let D be a skew field with -1 6? C(D). Then RG(D) z 
WG(D)/Nil WG(D) and R(D) z W(D)/Nil W(D). 
Proof. Since W(D) (respectively, WG(D)) is succinct, its torsion 
subgroup is generated by 1 - (t) where t E C (0) [ 16, Corollary 2.231. Thus 
we obtain the quotient ring R(D) (respectively, RG(D)) by definition of the 
reduced ring. 
COROLLARY 4.18. Let D be a skew field with --I 6!! C (0). Then W(D) 
is torsion free if and only if S(D) = C (0). 
Let X(D) denote the set of all orderings of D of level 1. As noted above, 
this corresponds to the set of minimal prime ideals of R(D) so it has the 
induced Zariski topology. As in the case where D is commutative, this is a 
Boolean space (compact and totally disconnected) with a subbasis for the 
topology consisting of sets of the form H(d) = (P E X(D) 1 d E P}, d E D’. 
By Remark 2.30 of 1161, the pair (X(D), D’/C (D) is a space of orderings as 
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defined in ]2 11. The papers of Marshall ] 2 l-23 ] and the paper of Kleinstein 
and Rosenberg ] 161 show that virtually all of the known results for reduced 
Witt rings of fields also apply to R(D). We shall conclude this section by 
briefly describing two major results, the first being a characterization of the 
elements of R(D) and the second a way of constructing the rings recursively. 
We first note that the ring R(D) can be viewed as a subring of the ring of 
continuous functions from X(D) to Z, where Z has the discrete topology 
] 19 ]. Given an element (d, . . . . . d,.), one can define its signature at P E X(D) 
as the number of positive elements di minus the number of negative di. Thus, 
its signature is a function from X(D) to Z which is easily seen to be 
continuous from the definition of the subbasis of X(O) above. A ,fnn is a 
subset Y of X(D) such that when the functions of R(D) are restricted to Y: 
one obtains an integral group ring [ 12,4.2 and 4.3; !6, Definition 5,6; 21. 
Definition 2.11. It can equivalently be defined as a certain subset of II 
]4, p. 11; 6 ]. The following theorem was first proved for fields in ]Oi and 
then extended to spaces of orderings in 1221. 
THEOREM 4.19. Let f be a continuous function Jrom X(D) to 7, Then f 
corresponds to an element of R(D) tyand only iffar each jTniteJran Y c X(.D) 
of cardinality I YI, we have 
1 f(P) E 0 (mod ] Y]). 
I’E Y 
The results on reduced Witt rings for fields with finitely many orderings in 
] lo] were proved for spaces of orderings in ]21], so that we obtain the 
following: 
THEOREM 4.20. As D ranges over ail skew j?elds with X(D) Jinite and 
nonempty, the isomorphism classes of the rings R(D) are precisely those 
generated by the following recursive construction: 
(a) B is such a ring. 
(b) lf R, and R, are such rings, then so is the subring Z + M, X M, 
of Ri x R, where Mi is the unique maximal ideal of Ri containing 2. 
(c) Ij’R is such a ring, so is the group ring R 1 Zz j. 
In j&t, each of these rings actually occurs -for some commutaticc 
pSythagorean field D. 
More generally, the main theorem of [ 111 also holds for spaces of 
orderings since the main requirement for the proof is Theorem 4.18. 
Therefore we obtain an extension of Theorem 4.20. 
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THEOREM 4.21. For any skew field D with X(D) # 0, there exists a 
collection of rings (R,] constructed in Theorem 4.20 such that R(D) is 
isomorphic to the continuous functions in the inverse limit of the rings R,. 
5. MISCELLANEOUS RESULTS 
Let D be an arbitrary skew field of characteristic not equal to two. One of 
the more interesting and difficult questions related to quadratic form theory 
is the problem of determining the minimal number of terms needed to 
represent elements as sums of squares. In particular, a theorem of Pfister 
120, p. 303 J shows that if a commutative field F is not formally real, then the 
minimal number of terms needed to represent -1 is always a power of 2. For 
skew fields, we know that if (a, ,..., a,) = (z, b, ,..., b,), then Theorem 4.12 
implies that z is represented by some integral multiple of (a, ,..., a,.). If this 
multiple is always 1, then the converse of Proposition 4.4 holds and W(D) 
can be shown to be representational with a proof similar to that for R(D). In 
this case, Pfister’s theorem extends to D as the proof below shows. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let D be a skewfield with -1 E C(D). If the converse of 
Proposition 4.4 holds for D, then the minimum number of elements of S(D) 
needed to write - 1 as a sum is a power of 2. 
Proof. Let s be the minimum number of elements of S(D) needed to 
represent -1. Choose k such that 2k <s < 2kt’. Then 2kt’(l) represents 
-1. By 116, Corollary 4.51, we have 2k+1(l) equal to zero in W(D); that is, 
2k(l) rv 2k(--1). By the converse of Proposition 4.4, we can represent -1 as 
a sum of 2k elements of S(D), hence s = 2k. 
If the number n in Example 2.13 is prime, it is quite possible that the 
given representation for zero has minimal length. If so, then n - 1 occurs as 
the minimal number of elements needed to represent -1, and the situation 
may be considerably different from that for commutative fields. At least 
when -1 & r (D), there do exist noncommutative lields for which the 
converse of Proposition 4.4 holds. In particular, it holds whenever 
S(D) = r (D) and thus R(D) = W(D), so that the representation criterion of 
Theorem 4.12 holds for elements of WG(D), and W(D) is representational. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let .K be a formally real Pythagorean field; i.e., 
S(K) = C(K) and -1 6Z C(K). Let G be an ordered group. Then one can 
form a skew field of formal Laurent series K((G)) with orderings extending 
the orderings of K and G 125, $51. By [7, Proposition 4.21 or the remarks in 
17, $61, we see that squares in K((G)) behave as in the commutative case; 
i.e., they depend only on the leading coefficient. Thus, we have 
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S(K((G))) = C (K((G))). In fact, the same references establish that if 
Y(K) = C (K) for all II (e.g., K = IL:), then the same is true of K((G)). In 
t<is case ev”ery ordering of K((G)) has level 1. 
We conclude this section with some comments on the situation for 
orderings of higher level. Assume that D is a skew field with --I ~6 2 (D). In 
117 1, Kleinstein and Rosenberg define Witt rings W,(F) over a field F which 
have the same properties with respect to orderings of level II that W(F) has 
with respect to ordinary orderings. If one replaces F and F’jF”‘” in their 
work by D and D./S,(D): many of the results of that paper go through 
verbatim for skew fields when the references to j4 1 are replaced by the 
results in Sections 2 and 3 of this paper. In particular, this includes all of 
Section 1 of [ 171 except Theorem l.l5(iii). If we use D’/C,(D) instead of 
D’/S,t(D), the theory works just as well. Thus, we obtain explicitly deEned 
rings and surjective homomorphisms 
a.nd 
1-e -+ W,(D) + W,,-,(D) + -.a + W,(D) = W(D) 
.*a --b H,(D)+ R,,...,(D)+ ... + R,(D) -R(Dj 
with kernels explicitly given by ! 17, Proposition 1.111 and a bijective 
correspondence between minimal nonmaximal prime ideals of W,,(Dj and 
R,(D) with orderings of level n. By 117, Theorem 1.131, the orderings behave 
properly under the homomorphisms; i.e., since an ordering of level IZ is a!so 
an ordering of level m for m > n, the corresponding prime ideals in W,,(Dj 
and W,(D) (or H,(D) and R,(D)) should be identified under the induced 
injections of the prime spectra. An interesting open question is whether 
Theorem 4.17 (our version of Pfister’s local-global principle) works for these 
rings; i.e., is IV,JD)/Nil W,,(D) rR,(D) when --1 G6 >,,,(Dj? 
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